BRAND, CREATIVE, PRINT & PRODUCTION SOLUTIONS

INSPIRED. BY DESIGN.
Philosophy

An artist staring at a blank canvas. A writer sitting with hands on his laps
in front of a clean, unmarked sheet. Waiting for inspiration…
These are the stereotype moulds we break at Aspiration.
We believe you can get inspired when you require. Or, more accurately,
when a client requires.
We believe inspiration fuelled by knowledge, intelligence and experience
is the best kind. And it’s available on demand.
We believe that while getting inspired by chance is good, getting inspired
by design is better.
So call us when you need that next big concept in a hurry. To tweak the
phrase of a superhero, ‘That’s our secret captain, we’re always inspired’.

Soaring aspirations
HERITAGE
We aren’t overly proud of the fact that we’ve grown at a
fantastic pace, year on year, for over 20 years now.
Going from a two-kids-in-a-garage scenario to a 30 plus
member team isn’t what we’re elated about either.
What really makes us happy is how we’ve been able to increase
our understanding of our field. Which, in turn, has helped us
give clients more potent and creative solutions.
We’re also thrilled by how we’ve expanded our range of service
offerings to ensure a seamless, one-stop experience.
And what makes us truly ecstatic is the knowledge that our
passion to be better, know more, do more will see us scale new
heights tomorrow…

Wired for success
strength
Our biggest strength, and the greatest advantage we offer
clients, is our understanding of brands.
This one asset allows us take their core story to the world with
integrity and relatability.
The fact that we are a diverse group, with knowledge of media
vehicles, print technology, production material and digital
platforms then ensures that we can offer the most innovative
solutions across the spectrum, while still keeping the brand
identity undiluted and unified.

BIRDS. OF DIFFERENT FEATHERS.
team

The architects of our success… our management team.

ABHIMANYU SARAF

ABHISHEK SARAF

Founder, CEO, Creative Director.
These are some of the descriptions he is not too
fond of. Dreamer, designer, doer. Those, he can
relate to.

Our material man in more ways than one. As
Head of Finance, he keeps an eagle eye on
every cost, ensuring we remain value-formoney for our clients.

From marketing to client servicing to creatives. He
loves being involved intrinsically with Aspiration.

And as Head of Print & Production, there’s
hardly a material he is not familiar with.

BIRDS. OF DIFFERENT FEATHERS.
team

Our evangelists showcase the art of making an Aspiration soar

Nataliya Saxena

Santosh k - design

A communications professional, Nataliya has been part of
ITC’s flagship hotels ITC Grand Chola and ITC Grand Bharat.
She then rose to the upper echelons of the Corporate
Communications team at ITC Hotels.

Santosh is our hidden reserves of patience. In a world where
everything is required ‘asap’ or ‘as of yesterday’, where clients are
on edge, designers hyperventilating and everyone looking as if they
are going to explode, he is the epitome of cool who ensures
everyone goes home happy. His amazing talent of juggling between
co-ordinating with clients while guiding his designers and still
focusing on his own design jobs makes him a one man army
we couldn’t do without.

She now brings to Aspiration all the energy and verve
which made her a rising star in the corporate galaxy.

BIRDS. OF DIFFERENT FEATHERS.
team

The wings of Aspiration… our heads of departments ensure the top management spends its time making presentations like these.

Mahesh Kumar – print & production
Mahesh has not just headed the print & production of
Aspiration, he helped launch it. With us for over 14
years now, he has guided our foray into this sector
with an uncanny knack of using nascent technologies
which save time, money, and, more often than not,
our backsides.

Neelam dhuri – accounts & admin
Making sure the ship sails smoothly (and, more
importantly, doesn’t hit any icebergs on the way) is what
Neelam is great at. In her short stint of two years with
Aspiration, she has moved us from being paper pushers
into a neat, efficient ERP driven organization.

WING SPAN
PARTIAL CLIENT LIST

PHARMACEUTICALS

REAL ESTATE

Hospitality

FOOD & BEVERAGE

Information technology

LIFESTYLE & LEISURE

FASHION & RETAIL

FINANCE & BANKING

SERVICE OFFERINGS

Brand Design & Advertising Consultancy | Print Design | Digital & Electronic Design |
Print Production | Fabrication & Installations

BRAND IDENTITY CREATION | BRAND GUIDELINES DETAILING | BRAND ASSET MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS |
CAMPAIGN CONCEPTS & DESIGNS | MEDIA STRATEGY | CAMPAIGN COORDINATION |

BRAND DESIGN &
ADVERTISING CONSULTANCY
We get to the core of what is required.
And then ideate to give clients a brand identity and
positioning that is unique, powerful and one which
resonates with the target audience.
Our knowledge of traditional and digital media vehicles
coupled with our ability to innovate then allows us to
suggest the most effective and eye-catching ways of
taking the message across.

Client: Hilton, Bangalore
Brief: Position their coffee shop
in a unique way
Solution: Come up with a logo
featuring ‘Flex-icons’ – a set of 8
icons which can be used
individually or in conjunction to
showcase various aspects of the
café.
The next part was the
interesting bit where we
positioned the place as a hub of
leisure activities like reading,
socializing, etc.

Dynamic menu
featuring short
stories written
with the café as
the venue
Launch Creative

Launch Invite

Signage

Client: ITC Hotels
Brief: Redefine pass around
snacks so they can be branded
and sold as a separate add-on
when promoting banquets
Solution: Get one of the top
food stylists and food
photographers to craft some
incredible shots of the beautiful
presentations. Then put it all
together in an exciting digital
compendium the sales team can
use to upsell.

Digital Compendium

Client: Pernod Ricard
Brief: Launch the iconic Irish
Whiskey – Jameson – in India
Solution: Use the world-wide
association of the brand with
movies and some inimitable Irish
mirth to come up with a launch
campaign that’s so much better
than ‘reel’ life.

Brand Creatives

Client: Tory Harris
Brief: Differentiate and position
a new restaurant aimed at the
modern young Bangalorean
Solution: Leverage the
cosmopolitan YOLO philosophy
of the city’s techies to create a
restaurant that glorifies their
lifestyle. From the ‘plugged-in’
branding to bright, bold colours
to a ‘rearing to go’ attitude,
every aspect of the brand
reverberates with the target
audience.

Campaign Creatives

Client: ITC Hotels
Brief: Create a programme that
unifies the different food
festivals held across their hotels
with international visiting chefs
Solution: Devise a classy brand
for the program, come up with a
couple of elegant templates and
then deploy these to all the
hotels so every time they have a
festival, the look and feel is
constant.

Templates

PRINT DESIGN

This is where we started. And, therefore, where we
have the most experience.
We craft exquisite print and outdoor ads quickly,
effortlessly and with a minimum of fuss. Marketing
material come to life with fantastic design and outof-the-box ideas.
POP and display designs are taken to the next level
because our print and production team keeps our
design team abreast of the very latest technology
and material.

Print & outdoor ads | marketing material | Point of purchase & display design |
Packaging and label design | INTERIOR space BRANDING DESIGN |
Associated services like photography, videography, etc |

Dangler

Gate Arch

Ad
Client: Pernod Ricard
Brief: Create a campaign based
on ‘Men will Be Men’ that can
be used as a BTL initiative across
South and Eastern India.
Solution: Create a campaign
where the headline also acts as
a call for action - a round of IB
with friends. POSM and BTL
visibility hinged on the idea of
air tickets and airplanes.

Tent Card

Coffee Table compendium

Client: ITC Foods
Brief: Showcase a selection of
dessert recipes created by chefs
of ITC Hotels using Dark Fantasy
Cookies.
Solution: Do a photoshoot of the
finished recipes with classic
compositions. Then put them
together in a Coffee Table Book
that’s a collectors item.

Client: J W Marriott, Bangalore
Brief: Showcase promotions,
offers and events in the hotel.
Solution: Design fantastic,
eyeball grabbing billboards and
place them in the heart of the
CBD of the city.

Billboards

Wall Branding

Client: Infosys
Brief: Brand an entire floor
where the Infosys team servicing
Boeing sits so as to make every
employee understand their
culture and ethos.
Solution: Use walls, windows,
dividers, etc. to showcase the
history, heritage, magnitude and
work ethics of Boeing in
innovative, eye-catching ways.

Client: Assam Company India Ltd
Brief: Re-build the credibility of
the tea estates of the company
after BBC aired a negative report
on life conditions in these areas.
Solution: Put together a road
show with a video, presentation
and dossier showing actual onsite photographs and giving
verified data on the true
conditions of living and welfare
at all estates of the company.

Dossier

Websites | online campaigns | social media promotions | 3d modelling | tv commercials & videos
e-communication material like brochures, mail signatures, html flyers, etc

Our foray into the digital world is with both feet firmly planted on our
understanding of brands.
From websites which comply with your brand standards to running social
media campaigns which speak with your tone of voice, we ensure that
brand unity is sacrosanct while being cutting edge in concepts.

DIGITAL &
ELECTRONIC
DESIGN

Client:
Brief: Apollo Life is the only large
FMCG player to have both green
tea and honey in their portfolio.
Both categories are highly
relevant to the young urban
fitness conscious consumer.
Solution: Create a TVC which
incorporates both green tea and
honey in to the setting of a
family breakfast.

Launch TV Commercial
(Click on image to see video)

E-flyer campaign
Campaign video
(Click on image to see video)

Client: McAfee India
Brief: Help them recruit the
finest top level managers in the
U.S. for their flagship R&D
centre in Bangalore, India
Solution: Devise a campaign
aimed at expat Indian living in
the U.S. who have already made
it big. Give them an emotional
message reminding them of a
million reasons to come back
home.

Stall 3D mock-up

Client: ITC Hotels
Brief: Educate guests about the
fantastic Culinary Programmes
of ITC Hotels which make for a
healthier planet.
Solution: A seven day video
shoot across multiple locations
at ITC Hotels led to the making
of a classy video showcasing
each initiative. The master video
plays in-hotel while snippets of
the same were used on social
media.

Programme Detailer Video
(Click on image to see video)

Website

Client: Miraya Greens
Brief: Make this event venue one
of the sought after destinations
of the city.
Solution: Create a website which
showcases the myriad
advantages the venue offers for
Corporate and Social events.
Then start a proactive social
media campaign showing how
every event hosted here is a
tremendous success.

Facebook page

Interactive presentation

Client: ITC Hotels
Brief: Create an engaging,
interactive touch point for inhouse guests giving them details
of the city and what they can do
here.
Solution: Design an interactive
presentation showcasing the
Natural beauty, gourmet
attractions, shopping and art
trails the city has to offer. The
presentation runs on a kiosk in
the lobby as well as on
tablets/smart phones of guests.

Variety of printing including digital, large format, offset, etc |
comprehensive range of effects and finishing like lamination, spot uv, laser engraving, various binding |
versatile use of material like wood, leather, cloth, acrylic, etc. |

Translating incredible, never-done-before concepts into
reality takes an avid will to experiment, an up-to-date
knowledge of existing technologies and a deep rooted
understanding of material. This is what our Print
Production team brings to the table.
From a brochure printed on paper imported half way
across the world to a table display which melds two
painstakingly researched materials in perfect harmony,
we love crafting something new, something exciting.

PRINT PRODUCTION

Brochure, magazines, product manuals and
more showcasing a variety of printing, effects
and finishing.

Menus done on wood, cloth, leather and more with
embossing, foiling and various other effects.

Innovative table top and shelf display solutions

Innovative table top and shelf display solutions

Packaging cartons and boxes done
with various material

INTERIOR SPACE Branding | point of purchase showcases, installations, etc. |
Packaging solutions | interactive kiosks | bars and food display counters |
Exhibition stalls | display signages and solutions | Event themes and setup |

Fabrication & installations

Our extensive and continuous research in print and production led
to the natural evolution of a new range of services.
Point of purchase materials with unique displays and interaction,
complete user-experience design through innovative digital kiosks,
eye-ball grabbing installations and complete office space branding
are now services we’ve added to our arsenal.
Our creative and design background, along with our experience in
print production makes us one of the potent players in this arena.

Client: Pernod Ricard
Brief: Create an interactive shop
display and shelving solution for
premium stores which highlights
100 Pipers association with
music.
Solution: Construct a floor piano
in front of a premium shelving
display. Customers who stepped
on could not resist hopping
across the keys for quite a while,
regardless of age… and size.

Floor Piano & Shelf Display
(Click on image to see video)

Client: Pernod Ricard
Brief: Create eye-catching
display and storage solutions for
premium retail stores.
Solution: Use brand details to
select material, finishes, lighting,
etc. and create gondolas which
are elegant and effective.

Gondolas and retail displays

Client: ITC Hotels
Brief: Create a premium
environment for their annual
event ‘Luxury Showcase’ where
potential guests are invited to
interact with the sales teams of
their various hotels.
Solution: Create classy video and
display walls, integrate with
elegant meeting and lounge
areas and decorate the entire
area with subtle elements
resonating of luxury.

Event setup

Client: Samsung
Brief: Create an eye-grabbing
retail installation showcasing
their new curved UHD TV.
Solution: Create a multi-layered
display with mirror glass
background and 3D cutouts of
other branding popping up. The
entire setup was to scale of the
actual product.

Retail display

Client: Pernod Ricard
Brief: Create visibility signages
for their premium brands in
select top-of-the-line retail
stores.
Solution: Use a variety of
material to fabricate signages
that are high on visibility while
also capturing the essence of
the brand.

Retail signages

THANK YOU

